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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a game-theoretic mech-
anism to encourage truthful data sharing for distributed data
mining. Our proposed mechanism uses the classic Vickrey-
Clarke-Groves (VCG) mechanism and does not rely on the
ability to verify the data of the parties participating in the
distributed data mining protocol. Instead, we incentivize truth
telling based solely on the data mining result. Under reasonable
assumptions, we prove that these mechanisms are incentive
compatible for distributed data mining. In addition, through
extensive experimentation, we show that they are applicable in
practice.

Index Terms—game theory, data mining, cryptography, mech-
anism design

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, we live in an information age. Information has
become a power currency in our society. As such, people treat
information with care and secrecy. There are times, however,
that information needs to be shared among owners for the
betterment of society, or simply for their own profit. Data
mining seeks to take information and aggregate it into models
that are more useful than the original information. Since
people are cautious and do not wish to give up their private
information the need for privacy-preserving data mining has
arisen. In addition to the simple desire for privacy, certain gov-
ernment regulations, such as the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA)[3] require that certain data
be kept private.

Techniques for privacy preserving data mining are many in
number. They include anonymization of data, noise addition
techniques, and cryptographic techniques, in addition to count-
less others. The cryptographic techniques have the distinction
of being able to compute models based on unperturbed data,
since the cryptography ensures that the data will not be
revealed. However, they make no guarantees that participants
will not use false data anyway.

Consider the following scenario: Suppose that the different
intelligence agencies around the world wish to share their
information on terrorist networks, in order to increase global
knowledge about terrorists and terrorist organizations. This,
of course, is a noble goal, and would benefit mankind as a
whole. Intelligence agencies, however, wish to receive credit
for capturing terrorists, and to this end, may provide false
information in hopes of having the best information to them-
selves. However, several agencies could have this plan. Even if
the agencies compute the overall terrorist information model

securely and privately, this would not change the fact that
the end result would not be an accurate model based on real
data. Because of this, the intelligence agencies get no closer
to finding terrorists, and the terrorists could go free.

Granted, this is a rather extreme example, but it illustrates
the failure of traditional cryptographic secure multi-party
computation to ensure that players use truthful data. The
discipline of cryptography can be used to create provably
secure protocols which guarantee the privacy of the data of
all parties in data mining. What then does this say about the
correctness of the result of the calculation? It is true that in
many situations, it can be proved that the calculation will be
correct with respect to the data supplied by the players for the
calculation. This is usually based on commitments that must
be made by each player, ensuring that no player can change
their input at any time during the calculation. However, this
does not ensure that the player would provide true data for
the calculation! In particular, if the data mining function is
reversible, that is, given two inputs, x and x′, and the result
f(x), it is simple to calculate f(x′), then a player might wish
to provide false data in order to exclusively learn the correct
data mining result![21]

In order to combat this problem, scholars have attempted to
mesh game theory with cryptography to deal with the actions
of players who act in their own self interest. Given that one
can verify, after the fact, albeit with some cost, that a player
used their true data, it is quite simple to ensure that players
use true data. We simply audit the process with a high enough
frequency, and stiff enough penalty, that players will think
twice about lying about their data. The classic IRS game[20]
is a typical example of this: a taxpayer can be motivated to be
truthful on his return by both the magnitude of the penalty for
cheating, and the frequency of audits. The higher the penalty,
the less frequent audits need to be. However, in most cases,
the ability to audit the data defeats the purpose of privacy-
preserving data mining, in that it requires a trusted auditor
to be able to access each player’s data. The main question
we address in this paper is: What guarantees can we make
about the truthfulness of players’ data when we have no way
of verifying the data used by a given player?

We tackle this problem by using a monetary mechanism
to encourage players to be truthful about their data without
being able to verify the truthfulness of the data that players
provide. It is important to be able to do this without verifying
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data, because the verification of the data could violate privacy!
To illustrate the effectiveness of an after-the-fact mechanism,
consider the following scenario: Several passengers are flying
on a chartered cross-country flight, and the flight passes on fuel
costs to the passengers. In order to board, the charter airline
requires all passengers to report their weight, so that the airline
can calculate the necessary fuel to get to their destination. In
this case, passengers have the incentive to tell the turth about
their weights, since if they under-report, the plane could crash
from lack of fuel, and no amount of money (or embarrassment)
saved is worth their lives. In addition, if they over-report, they
are simply increasing their cost. Therefore, there is no reason
to verify each passenger’s weight by means of a scale, since
each passenger will give their correct weight (unless, of course,
they do not know their weight).

In a similar vein, our data mining mechanism does not
require the verification of the data, it simply encourages
truthfulness through extrinsic incentives. Namely, it provides
monetary incentives which subsidize the calculation, and these,
in turn, motivate truthful behavior. We invoke a Vickrey-
Clarke-Groves (VCG) mechanism based on the accuracy of
the result itself in order to encourage correct data reporting.
We show that, to the risk-averse player, the mechanism will
encourage true data sharing, and for the risk-neutral player,
the mechanism gives a close approximation that encourages
minimal deviation from the correct data.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We develop a mechanism to encourage truthful data

sharing which does not require the ability to audit or
verify the data.

• We prove that this mechanism is incentive compatible
under reasonable assumptions.

• We provide extensive experimental data which shows the
viability of the mechanism in practice.

In the next section, section 2, we survey the previous work
that has been done related to this. In section 3, we provide
some background in game theory and mechanism design. In
section 4, we describe the game theoretic model we use to
represent the data mining process, the assured information
sharing game. In section 5, we outline our mechanism, and
prove its incentive compatibility. In section 6, we show ex-
perimental data on different kinds of data mining problems,
indicating the practical use of this mechanism. Finally, in
section 7, we give our conclusions and outline future research
directions.

II. RELATED WORK

Cryptography and game theory have a great deal in com-
mon, in terms of the goals they try to achieve. The problems
tackled by cryptography generally seek to assure that partici-
pants in certain activites are forbidden to deviate (profitably)
from the prescribed protocol by rendering such actions de-
tectable, impossible, or computationally infeasible. Similarly,
mechanism design seeks to forbid deviations, but it does so
by rendering the deviations unprofitable. It is understandable,
therefore, that a fair amount of work has been done to use the

techniques of one to solve the problems of the other. Most of
this work is not directly related to ours, since a fair amount of
the game theoretic security work deals with specific functions,
and the individual steps of the computations of those functions.

Shoham and Tennenholtz [21], define the class of NCC, or
non-cooperatively computable functions, and define specifi-
cally the boolean functions which are NCC. In addition, the pa-
per defined two additional classes, p-NCC and s-NCC, which
stand for probabilistic-NCC and subsidized-NCC, respectively.
p-NCC are the functions which are computable with some
probability non-cooperatively, and s-NCC are the functions
which are computable when external monetary motivation is
allowed. This was expanded to consider different motivations
[16], and coalitions [4]. While our work does involve making
functions computable in a competitive setting, it involves more
complicated functions, and specifies a mechanism to ensure
computability.

In addition to this, much work seeks to include a game-
theoretic model in standard secure multi-party computation.
Instead of considering players which are honest, semi-honest,
or malicious, these works simply consider players to be
rational, in the game theoretic sense. Much of this work
concentrates on the problem of secret sharing, that is, di-
viding a secret number among players such that any quorum
(sufficiently large subset) of them can reconstruct the secret
number. This was first studied by Halpern and Teague [8], and
later re-examined by Gordon and Katz, [6]. Other protocols
for this problem were outlined in [1] and [15]. The paper by
Ong, et al.[18], hybridizes the two areas, within the realm
of secret sharing, by considering some players honest and
a majority of players rational. Other work seeks a broader
realm of computation, such as [9], and [13], which build
their computation model on a secret sharing model. There
is other work that attempts to combine game theoretic and
cryptographic methodologies, many of which are surveyed in
[12]. Many of these rational secure computation systems could
be used to ensure privacy in our mechanism. However, like
other secure computation systems, they make no guarantees
about the truthfulness of the inputs.

More closely related to the work in this paper, several
works have attempted to enforce honest behavior among the
participants in a data sharing protocol. This paper builds on
the work of Agrawal and Terzi[2], who present a model
which improves enforces honesty in data sharing through
use of auditing mechanisms. Layfield, et al., in [14], present
strategies which enforce honesty in a distributed computation,
without relying on a mediator. Jiang, et al., in [10] integrate
the auditing mechanism with secure computation, to convert
existing protocols into rationally secure protocols. Finally,
the work of Kargupta, et al.[11], analyzes each step of a
multi-party computation process in terms of game theory,
with the focus of preventing cheating withing the process,
and removing coalitions from gameplay. Each of these deals
with the problem of ensuring truthfulness in data mining.
However, each one requires the ability to verify the data after
the calculation. Our mechanism has no such requirement.
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III. GAME THEORETIC BACKGROUND

Game theory is the study of competitive behavior among
multiple parties. A game contains four basic elements: players,
actions, payoffs, and information [20]. Players have actions
which they can perform at designated times in the game, and
as a result of the actions in the game, players receive payoffs.
The players have different pieces of information, on which the
payoffs may depend, and it is the responsibility of the player
to use a profitable strategy to increase his or her payout. A
player who acts in such a way as to maximize his or her
payout is termed rational. Games take many forms, and vary
in the four attributes mentioned above, but all games deal
with them. The specific game we describe in this paper is
a finite player, single round, simultaneous action, incomplete
information game, with payouts based on the final result of
players’ actions.

Before proceeding with a discussion of mechanism design,
it is convenient to define a common notation used within the
literature and within this paper.

Given a vector, X = (x1, x2, ..., xn), we define:

X−i = (x1, x2, ..., xi−1, xi+1, ..., xn)

Or, intuitively, X−i is the vector X without the ith element.
Mechanism design is a sub-field of game theory, and deals

with the construction of games for the purpose of achieving
some goal, when players act rationally. A mechanism is
defined, for our purposes1, as:

Definition 1: Given a set of n players, and a set of out-
comes, A, let Vi be the set of possible valuation functions
of the form vi(a) which player i could have for an out-
come a ∈ A. We then define a mechanism as a function
f : V1 × V2 × ... × Vn → A, which given the valuations
claimed by the players, selects an outcome, and n payment
functions, p1, p2, ..., pn, where pi : V1 × V2 × ... × Vn → <,
that is, given the valuations claimed by the players, selects an
amount for player i to pay [17].

Thus, the overall payout to a player in this mechanism is
his valuation on the outcome, vi(a), minus the amount he
is required to pay, pi(vi, v−i). A mechanism is said to be
incentive compatible if rational players would prefer to give
the true valuation rather than any false valuation. Or, more
formally:

Definition 2: If, for every player i, every v1 ∈ V1, v2 ∈ V2,
..., vn ∈ Vn, and every v′i ∈ Vi, where a = f(vi, v−i) and
a′ = f(v′i, v−i), then vi(a)−pi(vi, v−i) ≥ vi(a′)−pi(v′i, v−i),
then the mechanism in question is incentive compatible [17].

Thus, a player would prefer to reveal his true valuation
rather than any other valuation, assuming all other players are
truthful.

Another important term is individual rationality, which is
intuitively whether a player would desire to participate in a
game in the first place. The utility a player receives in the event
that they choose not to participate is called the reservation

1Technically, this is only a direct revelation mechanism, but we will have
no need to generalize this.

utility. In order for a strategy to be considered an equilibrium,
for all players, it must be individually rational and incentive
compatible.

The specfic mechanism used in our data mining is the
Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) mechanism. The VCG mech-
anism, in general, seeks to maximize the social welfare of all
participants in a game. The social welfare can be defined as
the sum of the valuations of all players. Thus, VCG wishes
to cause rational players to act in such a way that the sum of
the valuations each player has of the outcome is maximized.
In mathematical notation, this is where the outcome chosen is
argmaxa∈A

∑
i vi(a), where A is the set of possible actions,

and vi is the valuation function for player i. The VCG
mechanism is defined as follows:

Definition 3: A mechanism, consisting of payment func-
tions p1, p2, ..., pn and a function f , for a game with outcome
set A, is a Vickrey-Clarke-Groves mechanism if

f(v1, v2, ..., vn) = argmaxa∈A

∑
vi(a)

(f maximizes the social welfare) and for some functions
h1, h2, ..., hn, where hi : V−i → < (hi does not depend on
vi), for all (v1, v2, ..., vn) ∈ V, pi(v1, v2, ..., vn) = h(v−i) −∑

j 6=i vj(f(v1, v2, ..., vn)) [17].
Since pi is the amount paid by player i, this ensures that

each player is paid an amount equal to the valuation of all
the other players. This means that each player would have
incentive to make actions to maximize the social welfare. The
formal proof that the VCG mechanism is incentive compatible
can be found in [17].

IV. OUR MODEL: THE ASSURED INFORMATION SHARING
GAME

In order to analyze data mining tasks in terms of game
theory, we now describe a game scenario outlining the process
for some data mining task. This model is a simple model in
which a mediator does the data mining calculations. This may
not be necessary, but for now, we use this to simplify our
calculations. In terms of doing the calculation, the mediator
can be removed using the cryptographically secure techniques
outlined in [13] or [9], however, it may or may not be possible
to remove the mediator for payments. We examine this further
in section 7. We also consider only individual actions, rather
than coalitions, for simplicity.

Definition 4: Mediated Information Sharing Game
Players: P1, P2, ..., Pn, and a mediator Pt.
Preconditions: Each player Pi ∈ {P1, ..., Pn} has xi, a piece

of data which is to be shared for the purposes of computing
some function of the data. Pt is another party who is bound
to compute a data mining model from the players’ data in a
secure fashion. Pt is also in possession of a small independent
test data set. It is reasonable that Pt could have such a set
through observation of a small amount of public data, though
this amount of data may not be enough to build an accurate
model.

Game Progression:
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1. Each player Pi ∈ {P1, ..., Pn}, selects x′i, which may or
may not equal xi, or chooses not to participate. These inputs
are committed. Define X to be the vector of original values
xi, and X ′ to be the vector of chosen values x′i.

2. Players send X ′ to Pt for secure computation of the data
mining function. The function which builds the model will be
referred to as D.

3. All players receive the function result, m = D(X ′).
Payoffs: For each P1...Pn, define the utility of a partici-

pating player ui(xi, D(X ′)) =max{vi(m) − vi(D(xi)), 0} −
pi(X ′, m)−c(D). vi(m) is the intrinsic utility of the function
result, which we approximate as the accuracy of a data mining
function. Thus, vi(m) = acc(m) where acc is some accuracy
metric applied to the data mining model. This will, of course,
vary based on the truthfulness of each player. We normalize
each player’s reservation utility, that is, the utility received if
the player chooses not to participate, to zero. This can be done
without loss of generality by subtracting the reservation utility
(which is vi(D(xi)), based on the accuracy of the model based
only on one’s own data), from the valuations in the mechanism.
Note that a player will always recieve at least this much utility,
so we obtain the expression max{vi(m) − vi(D(xi)), 0}.
pi(X ′, m) is the amount paid by Pi, based on the inputs and
the results. Note that if pi were to be negative, it would mean
that Pi receives money instead. c(D) is the computational cost
of computing D. Since D is securely computed, there will be
some cryptography involved in the computation of the model,
hence computational cost should be considered.

V. OUR SOLUTION

To motivate players to truthfully reveal the information, we
propose the following:

1. In addition to computing the data mining model, Pt

also computes D(X ′−i) for each Pi, that is, the data mining
function without using the data provided by player i.

2. For each Pi, we let pi(X ′, m) =
∑

j 6=i vj(D(X ′−i)) −∑
j 6=i vj(m) − c(D), where vi is determined by measuring

the accuracy of the data mining model on the independent
test set which Pt has. This pays each player an amount equal
to the difference in accuracy between the overall data mining
model and the data mining model without his input, essentially
rewarding each player based on their own contribution to the
model. We include the −c(D) term in order to balance out
the cost of the calculation. Figure 1 shows the process used
to calculate the payment for a given player i.

Theorem 5.1 The above mechanism motivates players to
truthfully reveal their inputs, under the following assumption:

Assumption: For each player i, the probability of an increase
in the classifier’s accuracy decreases significantly with the
distance between the player’s actual data and the data the
player provides to the classifier building process. More for-
mally, we may state that the expected value of the classifier’s
accuracy does not increase with said distance. Mathematically,
for X = xi ∪X−i and X ′ = x′i ∪X−i, this can be written as

E[acc(D(X))] ≥ E[acc(D(x′))] + f(dist(X,X ′))

Fig. 1. Payment calculation for player i

where f is a non-negative, increasing function for all i, xi, x′i
and X−i.

This is essentially the implicit assumption used by any
data miner: that deviating from the true data makes a bad
classifier more likely. We feel that this assumption is, while not
always true, always reasonable. Raw data mining processes,
in practice, use true data unless they are trying to combat
the problem known as “overfitting”. Overfitting is when the
data model is too well tuned to training data, and this causes
accuracy on practical data to fall. In such instances, outliers
are removed, or irrelevant dimensions are reduced away, but
the data otherwise remains true. Usually, if the data is to be
doctored in any way, it would be done before the data mining
process would even take place. Another way to think of this
assumption might be to say that we assume all players’ data
is relevant to the data mining task.

Proof (Incentive Compatibility): We proceed in a similar
fashion to the proof of VCG incentive compatibility. For any
given i, xi, X−i, and x′i, we must show that

E[ui(X = xi ∩X−i)] ≥ E[ui(X ′ = x′i ∩X−i)].

The utility of i for X is given by

ui(xi, D(X)) = max{vi(D(x))− vi(D(xi)), 0}
−pi(X, D(X))− c(D)

where

pi(X, D(X)) =
∑
j 6=i

vj(D(X−i))−
∑
j 6=i

vj(D(X))− c(D).

Likewise,

ui(x′i, D(X ′)) = max{vi(D(X ′))− vi(D(xi)), 0}
−pi(X ′, D(X ′))− c(D)

where

pi(X ′, D(X ′)) =
∑
j 6=i

vj(D(X−i))−
∑
j 6=i

vj(D(X ′))− c(D).

Over expectation, in order for incentive compatibility to exist,
this requires that
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E[max{vi(D(X))− vi(D(xi), 0}] + E[
∑

j 6=i vj(D(X))] ≥
E[max{vi(D(X ′))− vi(D(xi)), 0}] + E[

∑
j 6=i vj(D(X ′))].

By our assumption that the expected value of vk(D(X ′))
(for all k decreases as X ′ differs from X , we know
that E[

∑
j 6=i vj(D(X))] ≥ E[

∑
j 6=i vj(D(X ′))]. We

also know that E[max{vi(D(X)) − vi(D(xi), 0}] ≥
E[max{vi(D(X ′)) − vi(D(xi)), 0}], since either the last ex-
pression is zero, in which case the first expression is greater
than or equal to zero, the last expression is greater than zero,
in which case the first expression is greater than or equal to the
last expression by our assumption. Therefore, the mechanism
is incentive compatible.

Proof (Individual Rationality): To show that the mechanism
is individually rational, we need only show that the mechanism
has a utility of at least zero (since we have normalized the
reservation utility to zero). Note, once again, that the utility
of player i is given by

ui(xi, D(X)) = max{vi(D(x))− vi(D(xi)), 0}
−pi(X, D(X))− c(D)

Since max{vi(D(x)) − vi(D(xi)), 0} is at least zero, and
−c(D) is offset by the term in pi(X, D(X)), we need only
show that E[

∑
j 6=i vj(D(X−i))−

∑
j 6=i vj(D(X))] ≤ 0. Note

that, X−i has a nonzero distance from X . Therefore, by
our assumption, E[vj(D(X−i))] ≤ E[vj(D(X))] for all j.
Because of this, E[

∑
j 6=i vj(D(X−i))−

∑
j 6=i vj(D(X))] ≤ 0,

and the mechanism is individually rational.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

Having proven that the mechanism is incentive compatible
under reasonable assumptions, we now set out to show how the
mechanism performs in practice. As previously mentioned, the
assumption that the best model is given by the true data is not
always correct. This can happen when the data is stacked in
particular ways, or due to the simple overfitting phenomenon.
However, most of data mining relies on this assumption when
aggregating results. We therefore ran a series of experiments
on real data to show the mechanism’s practical viability.

A. Methodology

We tested the mechanism on the following three different
data mining models: naive Bayes classification, ID3 decision
tree classification, and support vector machine (SVM) classi-
fication. For the decision tree and SVM, we used the Weka
data mining library[7]. We used three different data sets from
the UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository[5].

Adult(census-income) This data set contains census infor-
mation from the United States, each row corresponding to
a person. Each row of the data set is one of two classes,
indicating the gross income of each person. A positive class
(50000+) indicates that the person has a gross income greater
than $50,000, while a negative value (-50000) indicates an
income of $50,000 or lower. For our purposes, we included
only 20,000 randomly selected rows of this data set, 18,000
for training, and 2,000 for the independent test set. In addition,

certain fields were omitted due to their continuous nature, and
others (such as age) were generalized to more discrete values
to prevent overfitting.

German-credit This data set contains credit applications
in Germany, and classifies people as either a good credit
risk (+) or a bad credit risk (-). There were two continuous
attributes (duration and amount) which we generalized to avoid
overfitting.

Car-evaluation This data set takes the characteristics of
cars and classifies them as unacceptable, acceptable, good,
or very good. Since we wished to deal only with binary
classification problems for the purposes of this experiment,
we generalized the class into simply unacceptable (unacc) or
acceptable (acc) with those vehicles which were originally
evaluated as good or very good being listed as acceptable.
No attributes were adjusted.

We chose to use real data, rather than fabricated data,
because the mechanisms in question deal with the actions of
real people. The incentive to lie for an individual row of the
data set is not in play here. We are looking at the incentive
for the owner of several pieces of data to lie about his input
to a classification process. It is the potential for knowledge
discovery, and the exclusive discovery thereof, which would
drive someone to lie about the data they have.

In each case, 10% of the data was set aside as an indepen-
dent test set (to be used by the mediator).

Each training data set was partitioned vertically into three
pieces, each piece having as close to the same number of fields
as possible. Each of these pieces was designated as belonging
to a player. Thus, all the experiments involve three parties, for
simplicity.

For each data set and data mining method, we first ran 50
trials to determine the overall accuracy using the truthful data,
and the estimated payouts to each player in this case. In order
to combat overfitting, each trial consisted of the classification
of 20 separate bootstrap samples of the test data (that is, a
sample with replacement). The size of these samples was 25%
of the test set size.

After this, for each player, we varied the truthfulness of that
player’s data. Any choice of x′i is either honest or dishonest.
However, the dishonest choices may have varying degrees of
dishonesty, with some applying merely a small perturbation
to the input, and some blatantly dishonest about every data
row. We classify moves by the amount of dishonesty in them.
Let x′i[k] refer to an input for which k times the total number
of rows in the input are falsified, that is, k is the fraction of
falsified rows in the data. Thus, x′i[.01] would be an input for
which a mere 1% of the data would be falsified. x′i[1], on the
other hand, would essentially be a random set drawn from the
domain.

In order to test the results of the falsification (or, equiva-
lently, the perturbation) of the data, we tested the model with
several different perturbation values. For each player i, we
used x′i[.01], x′i[.02], x′i[.04], x′i[.08], x′i[.16], x′i[.32], x′i[.64],
and x′i[1]. Note that only one player’s data was perturbed at
any given time. This was because we wished to determine what
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a player’s unilateral deviation would do when other players
were truthful.

To calculate the expected payout for player i, we would
subtract the overall accuracy for the model without the data
belonging to player i from the overall accuracy of the full
model.

B. Results

Figures 2 through 4 show the overall accuracy and estimated
payouts to each player for each model, data set, and pertur-
bation. For the estimated payouts, each line shows the payout
to the player that is lying, for each perturbation value.

In the vast majority of cases, deviation from the truth
produces a lower payout, on the average. Some cases produce
a small payout increase on the average, however. Smaller
deviations have a higher probability of increasing payout than
larger deviations. In practice, a small (1-4%) deviation from
the truth has the effect of reducing the impact of overfitting,
and can result in a slightly more accurate classifier. However,
rarely is the amount gained significant.

It is worth mentioning that in several cases, the calculation
would not qualify as individually rational without further
subsidy. For example, the Adult data set, under naive Bayes
classification and ID3 decision tree classification, produces
payouts for each player which are negative. This means that
the addition of a third player’s data decreases the accuracy
of the classifier. This is likely due to the presence of many
fields in the data. While each player’s fields perform well,
combining the fields results in a slight reduction in accuracy
due to redundant or irrelevant fields.

There are a few exceptions to the generalization about small
deviations and small payout increases, such as the volatile
looking graph for the estimated payouts for the SVM data
mining on the Adult data set, as the graph moves up and
down very quickly, and does appear to increase sharply in a
few places. However, the scale of this graph shows that this
fluctuation is actually very small. The difference between any
two points on this graph is no more than 0.6% in terms of the
overall accuracy of the classifier.

While a risk-neutral player might attempt to perturb the
data slightly to gain a slight average profit, a risk-averse player
would certainly never perturb the data. In all cases, at least one
bootstrap sample produced a lower classifier accuracy for any
perturbed data. Therefore, if the player is risk-averse, then the
player would provide true data, since otherwise there would
be a risk of losing profit.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that, under a reasonable assumption, our
mechanism which rewards players based on their contribution
to the model is incentive compatible. We then determined
the usefulness of the mechanism in practice by running
our mechanism using real data. This shows that, while the
assumption used in the incentive compatibility proof is not
always strictly true, the mechanism yields proper motivation
for the vast majority of cases.

While our primary goal has been to ensure that players
truthfully reveal their data, one could also take a different
approach to the problem. If a deviation from the truth affords
a player a payout advantage, then this means that the deviation
has necessarily increased the overall accuracy of the final
classifier. So, in the cases where it is advantageous to lie,
we have created a better classifier than the truthful data
would provide! Thus, while the mechanism does not guarantee
truthfulness every time, in the cases where it does not, it results
in a better classifier. If the goal of the process is then changed
to the creation of the best model, rather than ensuring truth,
the mechanism works even better.

A. Future Work

There are several other questions which can be asked
about this process. First of all, is the mediator necessary?
In traditional secure multi-party computation scenarios, it has
been shown that a mediator is not necessary in order to ensure
privacy. However, it is less intuitive to believe that the media-
tor, who subsidizes the computation, is not necessary to ensure
honesty. The work by Parkes and Shneidman [19], however,
may shed some light on this possibility. The work outlines
methods for implementing VCG mechanisms in distributed
environments, which looks promising for the possibility of
removing the central subsidizing entity. Naturally, the details
would need to be worked out, however, it is entirely possible
that some method, be it this or another, can effectively
remove the need for the mediator in both the computation
and subsidization of the data mining results.

In addition, our experimentation raises some interesting
questions about distributed data mining and the assumptions
behind it. In some scenarios, the final data mining model
performed better with slightly (and in some cases, greatly)
falsified data from one of the players. While much has been
done in the areas of noise reduction and dimension reduction,
these methods assume that all the data is available for the
process. These two facts in mind, we pose the question: What
kinds of noise reduction techniques can be used on parts of
the data effectively? In addition, which of these methods can
be applied in an efficient manner, so that players will still have
incentive to use them (since computation is costly)? Such a
method would need to have its eventual payoff exceed the
computation cost of the noise reduction. A simple random
perturbation, as used in our experiment set, is very low-cost,
but also affords a very small advantage. Could an efficient
method exist for predicting which parts of the data need to
change in order to increase the overall effectiveness of the
final classifier?

Finally, it remains to be seen how these mechanisms work
in a coalitional setting. Other game theoretic techniques such
as the Shapely value might be used to incentivize coalitional
gameplay. It is most likely that such mechanisms would
only be secure against a non-majority coalition, and possibly
smaller. We leave such work for another time.
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Census-Income German-Credit Car-Evaluation
Fig. 2. Results for Naive Bayes Classification

Census-Income German-Credit Car-Evaluation
Fig. 3. Results for ID3 Decision Tree Classification
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Census-Income German-Credit Car-Evaluation
Fig. 4. Results for SVM Classification
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